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The small details are often overlooked , and even neglected . Here are 5 
exercises that can help you absorb your training load . They are not the big 
sexy movements . You will not impress , anyone with the weight loads , but 
then again we will leave the ego to the gun show aficionados . Time to start 
looking at the body from a mechanical perspective ; how does it absorb forces 
and transfer these forces . Busy with the doing , is all about a transfer of 
force .

1) Proprioception and Balance Training- As we get older all of us are going to see 
our motor skills diminish . Balance is a trainable motor skill , and is essential to 
any motor skill . From a reconditioning standpoint ; proprioception training is 
paramount to strengthening kinetic chains . Make sure to progress your balance 
training from static to dynamic . Also make sure to structure this training at the 
start of your session , after the warm up , when the nervous system is not 
fatigued .

2) Knee Stability - Focus on closed chain kinetic exercises . One of the key muscles 
for knee stability is Vastus Medialis Oblique (VMO ) . A great exercise to target 
VMO is the step up with a band ; a little twist that will add a closed chain knee 
extension to this exercise . 

3) Increase the strength of the Hamstrings . We need to think of the hamstrings as a 
set of brakes on the leg when we are running or sprinting . How much force do 
you generate when you sprint ; train the hamstrings with the same intensity . 
Higher loads and a lower rep scheme 5-7 reps . You can also focus on eccentric 
loading . Don’t forget that the hamstrings also cross the hip joint . A leg curl with 
the ball is a great way to target the knee and hip joints . Try seated leg curl once 
a week , and for the other session use the leg curl with a ball .

4) Shoulder stabilization - These small little muscles will help create more synergy in 
our postural muscles . More important , when you are swimming , running , and 
paddling in surfing what do you think is slowing down the humorous (arm) ? 

5) Dynamic spine stabilization - need to get away from  ab curls  and static planks . 
Life is about moving , not standing or sitting still .We need to add some twisting 
and bending -life and sports are not just confined to one plane of movement .  

Exercises 1&2 are usually prioritized at the start of a training session , when 
the nervous system is not overly taxed. Hamstring work , I would usually hit 
after the multi joint hip and knee movements . Shoulder stabilization and 
dynamic spine stabilization I would place towards the back end of a training 
session , so as not to limit our prime movers with pre fatigued synergist 
muscles . 
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